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Introduction 
This month marks the kick off of the UWA 2030 Strategy Planning, which is an exciting time for students to make meaningful and transformative 
impact on our university moving into the future. There are a number of other exciting projects coming out of the other student departments and I urge 
readers to take a look over their reports! 

Meetings attended 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 
16.04.2018 ChatBot Journey Mapping Meeting to map a student user experience of the UWA Chat Bot 
17.04.2018 Group of Eight Advocacy Group Update of TOR, Partnership with Go8 and upcoming conference. 
17.04.2018 Access Dept AGM Chairing of the Access AGM 
18.04.2018 Guild & DVCE Monthly Regular meeting. 
18.04.2018 UWA Sports Advisory Council Meeting Regular meeting to discuss updates to UWA Sports and Sports 

Park Development. 
18.04.2018 Meeting with AIMS Meeting to discuss potential new migration agency partnership. 
19.04.2018 ChatBot Journey Mapping Meeting to draft responses of the chatbot 
19.04.2018 Perth Now Interview Discussing the Ask for Angela program 
19.04.2018 Arts and Cultural Engagement Review  Meeting to discuss arts and culture value proposition review. 
19.04.2018 Student Services Committee Regular meeting. 
19.04.2018 EWOG Meeting Regular meeting. 
19.04.2018 Meeting with MSA Discussion around Hackett Hall hire. 
20.04.2018 Guild & CIO Regular meeting. 
23.04.2018 Open Day 2018 Open Spaces Brain storming meeting about Open Day 2018 
23.04.2018 Sustainable Platform Meeting regarding potential engagement of Sustainable Platform 

to do a sustainability review of the Guild. 
23.04.2018 UWA Senate Regular meeting. 
24.04.2018 UWA Planning and Resources Committee Monthly meeting. 
24.04.2018 College Cultural Review  Review of questionnaire. 
24.04.2018 Guild Council Regular meeting. 
26.04.2018 Enhanced Education Strategy Review of the enhanced education strategy workstream 

outcomes. 
26.04.2018 WASAC Planning meeting with WASAC Chair. 
26.04.2018 Guild Strategic Resources Committee  Regular meeting. 
26.04.2018 Guild Equity and Diversity Meeting. Regular meeting. 
27.04.2018 WASAC Committee Meeting Invitation to discuss Guild & UATSIS Affiliation with the 

WASAC Committee.  
27.04.2018 Perth Now interview Refilming of Ask for Angela interview. 
30.04.2018 Geniux Meeting with Geniux to discuss sustainable on campus transport 

options. 
30.04.2018 Meeting with UWA Chaplain Informal catch up. 
30.04.2018 Readify Meeting with Readify consultant to review further chatbot 

responses. 
01.05.2018 AICD Company Directors Course Corporate Governance Course 
01.05.2018 Refectory Soft Launch Opening of the new ref space. 
02.05.2018 AICD Company Directors Course Finance for Directors. 
02.05.2018 Convocation Council Regular Meeting 
03.05.2018 6PR Interview Discussing the Moat Jump and PROSH. 
03.05.2018 Exec Meeting Regular meeting. 
03.05.2018 Chatbot Demonstration First test of UWA ChatBot 
04.05.2018 Meeting with Business School Dean Internship opportunities with the Guild.  
04.05.2018 Transport and Parking Meeting with Director of Campus Management about future of 

transport and parking. 
07.05.2018 Involvio & CISCO Meeting with CISCO and Involvio founder regarding the UWA 

App 
07.05.2018 ChatBot Meeting To discussion communication plan. 
07.05.2018 Access  Handover meeting with new Chair. 
07.05.2018 Student Consultation One on one student consultation. 
08.05.2018 Chris Massey Regular Catch up Monthly meeting. 
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08.05.2018 EOSS  Meeting with Events Manager regarding EOSS celebrations 
09.05.2018 New Staff Orientation Presentation Presentation at new staff induction meeting about the Guild. 
09.05.2018 Meeting with Acting Co-Dean of Coursework Studies Discussion of the Guild Service Learning Unit. 
09.05.2018 WASAC Planning meeting with WASAC Chair 
10.05.2018 Library and Guild Regular meeting. 
10.05.2018 Student Consultative Committee Regular meeting. 
10.05.2018 Sunday Times Interview Regarding Consent Matters and Sexual Assault and Harassment. 
11.05.2018 Catering and Tavern Committee Regular Meeting 
15.05.2018 2030 Environment Workstream Meeting to discuss the Campus Masterplan and the 2030 vision 

for the future UWA Campus. 
15.05.2018 2030 Education Workstream Meeting to discuss the UWA Education green paper and 

establish the workstream TOR. 
17.05.2018 UN Youth Representative Consultation  
17.05.2018 Guild Executive Regular meeting 
17.05.2018 EWOG – Logistics Sub Group Meeting regarding the Semester 2 Orientation calendar 
17.05.2018 Meeting with Chris Masey Student Interpreter Budget Allocation 
17.05.2018 UWA ASA ‘Students as Consumers’ Seminar 
18.05.2018 UWA Chat Bot Project team meeting 
18.05.2018 Young Lives Matters Foundation Foundation Launch Event 
21.05.2018 EWOG – Engagement and Activities Sub-Group Meeting regarding Semester 2 orientation activities 
21.05.2018 Meeting with David Sadler Lecture Downloads meeting 
22.05.2018 Education Council Meeting Monthly meeting 
23.05.2018 Vision 2030 Initial environments workstream meeting 
23.05.2018 Student Services Committee Monthly Meeting 
23.05.2018 Equity and Diversity meeting Monthly meeting 
23.05.2018 Events and Marketing Meeting Life Hacks events for Semester 2 Orientation 

 

Project updates 
Parking & Transport Survey 
All students will be able to complete a survey regarding transport and parking. The survey is both a demographic 
understanding of student parking and transport trends but also an aspirational survey that allows student input into 
potential parking and transport projects that will improve the on campus experience.  
 
This will be disseminated through all Guild newsletters, on social media and we will be looking into having pop up 
stalls with give aways for students who complete the survey.  
 
UWA Digital 
All students will soon be able to access ‘Ash’ the Automated Student Helper on the current students webpage. Ash 
will be able to assist students with quickly finding information on the Ask UWA pages as well as responses from the 
Guild’s most frequently asked questions. The chatbot will be responsive to ‘natural’ language and questions as well 
as available 24/7.  
 
In addition, I have been in developed meetings and have a few more outstanding to consult on a new all student 
UWA app. The first meeting was with Involvio, which is a US based company that has created a student app that 
integrates your academic calendar, automatic reminders, all student messaging, message boards, events, resources 
and course materials all available in one app. ‘One app to rule them all’ so to speak.  
 
2030 Strategy 
I have recently been engaged as part of two of the universities 2030 vision planning in the Education and 
Environment streams. The other streams include Research, Interdisciplinary Teaching and People & Culture.  
 
The Environment workstream will be asking stakeholders of what transformational initiatives could we consider to 
create the UWA Campus of the future especially in regard to our learning spaces, teaching and research 
infrastructure and social and networking spaces. It will also be assessing how we can create a ‘digital’ campus as 
well as enhance the ‘bricks and mortar’ campus. 
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The Education Stream terms of reference outline the objectives of leading several consultations in response to the 
university green paper on the 2030 education vision and then capture, assess and test the outcomes of that 
feedback in order to develop an options paper that will assess how we transform learning and teaching at UWA.  
 
Safety on Campus 
As part of the University’s commitment to the AHRC report recommendations regarding combatting sexual assault 
and harassment on campus, the university has invested in an independent audit into college row practices regarding 
this issue. The audit will include and all student survey and the option for students to participate in one-on-one 
confidential meetings. The audit will look at assessing the cultural issues that may be present on college row and 
what process are in place from an administration perspective that combat and address these issues.  
 
The survey is currently in the final ethics approval stages and will be made available to students in semester 2.  
 
Refectory Project and Guild Masterplan  
All students can now enjoy the new Refectory space which was opened earlier this month! The space features a new 
student kitchenette, heaps of seating in a variety of styles as well as powered tables, more wifi routers and a new PA 
system. The major launch will be next semester once the procurement process for vendors is completed.  
 
In addition, the Guild will be reviewing it’s masterplan with the architecture firm, Hames Sharley. This is an exciting 
piece of work that will ensure the innovation and renovation of the Guild precinct and allow for more tenancies, 
more club spaces and new student service delivery spaces for services such as Student Assist, the GSC and 
Volunteering.  
 
Albany Campus 
The executive will be planning a trip to visit the Albany campus. This trip will not only be used to facilitate stronger 
relationships between main campus and the Albany students’ association but also will be run in conjunction with 
Peter Dean the PVCE to conduct some 2030 UWA Vision forums for staff and students.  
 
Semester 2 Orientation  
The Guild has been engaged with the university to start the planning for semester two orientation. The overall 
objective of this round of orientation is to ensure that incoming students feel equally as part of the UWA community 
as those students who commenced in the beginning of the year.  
 
Guild Office Bearers will be able to run events throughout the week, and the discussions have been around how can 
we repackage flagship events from semester 1 and semester 1 orientation into a ‘mini’ version for semester 2 so 
that half year intake students can have similar university experiences to those who began in March.  
 
Student Interpreter Budget Allocation 
I’m working with a student who is a well known Deaf rights activist and Chris Massey who is taking up the Student 
Life and Student Experience portfolios to develop a clearer policy or guideline around the budget allocation for 
interpreters that students can access for social and non-academic events as part of the UWA experience.  
 
Currently, the project is sitting with the Uni to investigate any legislative requirements that may shape this 
guideline.  
 
Lecture Downloads  
I have been working directly with the DVCE David Sadler and the PVCE Peter Dean on a new policy stance for the 
university regarding lecture capture and downloads. The revised policy stance will see all lectures that are not 
eligible for special exemption (like some medical lectures for example) to be recorded and made available for 
download for the semester. This proposal will be put to education committee before going to academic board.  
 
Equity and Diversity Committee  
As chair of the Equity and Diversity Committee and also a member of the university’s Diversity and Inclusion 
committee, I have tabled an agenda item to the university that come out of an equity and diversity discussion 
around special exemptions for trans students who change their name post-graduation to get a reprint of their 
graduation certificate for free. I will update council at next month’s meeting. 
 
Audit and Risk Committee 
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Tony, Mutya, the Deloitte Auditors and myself will be presenting to the UWA Senate Audit and Risk Committee 
regarding the four audits the Guild undertook at the start of the year as well as the submission of our 2016 all 
student survey and the 2018 orientation student survey data. I will updated council on the outcome of this meeting 
in the future.  
 

All students Discussion topics 
• Please read the attached Green Papers from the 2030 vision.  

 
 
Regards, 
Megan Lee 
105th UWA Student Guild President 
president@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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INTRODUCTION 
During May, SOC started headway into a few projects such as EFTPOS machines for clubs and an online CCZ booking 
platform trial. We saw to the disaffiliation of one club and the affiliation of another. This month also saw to getting through 
the delayed SPGs, feedback to clubs with unsuccessful applications, and Jim filling in as SOC Treasurer until Taylor is fully 
recovered. 

MEETINGS ATTEND 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 
16/05/2018 SOC Meeting #4 The meeting ran successfully, with the first half 

covering our usual notices that clubs need to take 
note of. The second half consisted of a fun SOC quiz 
to recap important facts and rules about running 
clubs such as EMPs, ERFs, general SOC-related 
questions to test the club executives. We also saw the 
disaffiliation of the Jazz Club and the affiliation of the 
Accounting Association at this meeting. 

 
PROJECT UPDATES 
CCZ ONLINE BOOKING 

• Cindy has been taking charge of the CCZ Online Booking through LibCal with Kelvin. The GSC and a handful of 
volunteer clubs have been trialling the system for bookings, to test out any flaws and improvements required in the 
system. Ideally this platform would be used in place of Netsuite but is still in the trial process, and if all goes 
according to plan (timeline), we would like to at least roll it out for all club executives to use by the beginning of 
next month. 

EFTPOS MACHINES FOR CLUBS 
• Luke, one of my Ordinary Committee Members, has been working with Kelvin to work out a policy and system for 

hiring out EFTPOS machines to clubs for wireless transactions, especially during common hour stalls held out on Oak 
Lawn and in the Ref. 

FINANCES 
Line Item Description YTD Budget Actual Dec-

Apr 
Difference 

SOC GRANTS ODAY Grants have been distributed $118,000.00 $21,825.27 $96,174.73 
SUNDRY Computer expenses, finance books, dunk tank  $7,000.00 $1,561.10 $5,438.90 

AWARDS & PRIZES                  $3,000.00 - - 

MEETING EXPENSES SOC Meeting food & prizes  $2,500.00  $1,393.14 $1,106.86 

PRINTING AND STATIONERY   $250.00 $131.11  $118.89 

TENANCY To cover skip bin costs from 2017  $5,000.00 $699.95 $4,300.05 

 TOTAL $135,750 $25,648.10 $110,101.90 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 
• N/A 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
• SPG grants finalised and distributed 

Regards, 
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Yerim Won 
Societies Council President 
soc-president@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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INTRODUCTION 
This month has heavily revolved around finalising the final touches for Fringe Festival and executing our plan in the months 
prior. With the week just concluding, we provided students with busking performances and art all over campus.  

MEETINGS ATTEND 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 

17/04/2018 PAC Committee Meeting Fringe Festival 
24/04/2018 Desi Executives for Fringe After Party Meeting to talk about collaboration with Desi for the 

Fringe After Party 
24/04/2018 ASIA Executives for Fringe After Party Meeting with the ASIA executives to talk about 

collaboration with ASIA for the Fringe After Party 
24/04/2018 UWA Humans of UWA Photoshoot Photoshoot for Amy Hearder PAC OCM to be features 

on the Humans of UWA Facebook page for Fringe 
Festival Promotions 

24/04/2018 Fringe Festival Review Meeting with Liam Guiney to talk through Fringe 
Festival and to gain approval from campus 
management. 

24/04/2018 PAC Committee Meeting Fringe Festival updates 
24/04/2018 Guild Council Monthly Meeting 
26/04/2018 EMAS Executives for Fringe After Party Meeting with EMAS Executives for a possible 

collaboration with Fringe After Party 
26/04/2018 Relay for Life To see how we can best promote and fundraise for 

Relay for Life during Fringe Festival. 
27/04/2018 Nevin Jayawardena Gaining ideas for a possible end of semester party for 

second semester. 
3/05/2018 Tedd Snell, Caine Chennatt and Lisa Constable Present our Tav Comedy show to gain possible 

sponsorship for a student comedian prize. 
8/05/2018 Societies Council President Yerim Won Updates on fellow sub-council. Discussions of possible 

collaborations for sign in systems. 
8/05/2018 Fringe After Party Meeting Meeting with the collaborating club executives to 

welcomes them to the collaboration along with 
debriefing them on the progress so far. 

8/05/2018 PAC Committee Meeting Fringe Festival Update 
11/05/2018 Societies Council Secretary Meeting regarding possible collaboration for 

SOC/PAC clubs sign in to SOC/PAC meetings. 
Meeting to discussion possible concerns for different 
sign in methods. 

15/05/2018 PAC Committee Meeting Fringe Festival Update 
17/05/2018 Fringe After Party Hayden Greenham Meeting with Tavern manger to update on Fringe 

After Party. 
22/05/2018 PAC Committee Meeting Fringe Festival Update 
25/05/2018 Corporate Services  Monthly Meeting 

 
PROJECT UPDATES 
FRINGE FESTIVAL 
Fringe Festival is finally wrapped up! After being in the planning process for weeks, we were finally able to activate the 
campus with arts, culture and music. From magicians to caricature artists, from acapella groups to full band set ups we had 
a bit of everything. By spreading the acts throughout the week and allocating them population commute locations to 
perform we were able to capture student’s attentions even for a few minutes as they commuted for their daily coffee or off 
to their tutorial. Over the week we featured over 40 different busking acts the majority of which were showcasing student 
talent on campus, over 10 clubs and societies collaborations and over 100 different volunteering slots allocated. This year 
we gave a heavy focus on marketing our event. From handing out stickers, personalised lanyards, to handing out tote bags 
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to booking screen savers at the library computers to playing a video at Barry J Marshall library. With the help of sponsorship 
team, we were able to successful push the UWA Fringe Festival 2018 Facebook event through promotions and giveaways. In 
fact, at least on giveaway was organised per day of Fringe Festival. From Ararat’s Kababs vouchers to V energy drink to free 
fish and chip for the whole common lunch hour! During every activity during Fringe Festival, a Relay for Life tin was 
positioned to raise money for Relay for Life but also to raise awareness for the cause. I look forward to counting the funds we 
have raised for the Cancer Council. My team and I have most certainly enjoyed bringing Fringe Festival to the UWA 
campus. I hope we made as much of an impact was we think we did.  
 

TAV COMEDY SHOW 
The Tav Comedy Show was held on the Monday of Fringe Festival. Feature headline acts, Son of Fred, it was a night filled 
with fun and laughter. More importantly, this event was designed to showcase some of our student comedian acts we have 
on campus having 5 students compete for our sponsored cash prize.   
 

FRINGE AFTER PARTY 
Fringe After Party was an event held in collaboration with MSU, ASIA, CS, KCC, DESI, Fil-Aus and HSS to celebrate the end of 
Fringe Festival. Running a main stage and a silent disco at the tavern we had a successful turn out with all proceeds from 
ticket sales going towards Relay for Life and the Cancer Council. 
 

SOC/PAC SIGN IN SYSTEM 
We are currently collaborating with SOC to develop a more efficient sign in system for monthly SOC/PAC meetings. We 
have met up with the SOC Secretary to gain their views on our system and where issues may arise in order for use to 
mitigate them for a QR system. We are also currently looking to possibly using RFid as a possible sign in technique for 
increased security and will be getting Kelvin’s opinion for this matter. 
 

SEMESTER 2: END OF SEMESTER PARTY 
After meeting with Nevin, we are keen to push forward with planning an End of Semester Party for second semester. Using 
the Fringe After Party as a beta test for an event on a much larger scale. We hope to continue to collaborate with the clubs 
in collaboration for Fringe After Party but also intend to include more clubs to make it a more inclusive event. 
 

CHARITY TALENT SHOW 
In collaboration with UDS and the Dramatic society, we are currently in the planning phase of organising a charity talent 
show to feature student talent on campus and to raise money for a selected charity organisation. 
 
 
 
Regards, 
Joseph Chan 
Public Affairs Council President 
pac@guild.uwa.edu.au  
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INTRODUCTION 
May has been a very busy and exciting month for the Pride Department! We’re developing a number of new and exciting 
initiatives, and busily planning for next semester in the lull that impeding exams and assessments has left with the department. 
We’ve also made positive progress with our camp and are moving forward with plans for Pride Week. 
 

MEETINGS ATTENDED 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 

01/05/18 Blackstone Collaboration Meeting To sit down with Hannah Kim from Blackstone to discuss 
future collaborative efforts between the Pride 
Department and Blackstone 

04/05/18 Events To discuss possible collaborations with Blackstone and 
how the collaboration can be mutually beneficial for 
both the Guild and Blackstone 

12/05/18 Events To discuss events for next semester and how the events 
team can help us be successful  

16/05/18 LGBTIQA+ Working Group To represent the student voice on the working group 
and to discuss various issues pertaining to LGBT+ 
students on campus and how the university can help 
them 

16/05/18 Outspoken To meet with possible writers for the Pride Department’s 
annual Outspoken publication, to get their opinion on 
how the magazine can best be run, what kind of 
content and layout would be favoured, and to 
properly introduce interested parties to our editorial 
staff. 

17/05/18 Chloe Jackson To discuss a solution to the problem of Trans students 
having their non-preferred name called out when 
collecting coffee and to workshop a possible solution 

 
INITIATIVE UPDATES 
CAMP CAMP 
Camp Camp, which will be the Pride Department’s first ever camp, has been scheduled for a weekend in the middle of July 
at Lake Leschenaultia – to have a similar appeal and feel to mid-year Rottnest events. The Main directive of the camp will be 
to foster relations between LGBT+ students at UWA in order to help them build networks of support and resilience that will help 
them navigate their way through university life and beyond. 

The camp itself has been vetted and approved by Chloe Keller and Megan Lee following the extensive assistance of Kasey 
Hartog when she was still with the Guild. The camp will be self-catered and managed by Fraser Windsor and Dylan Perkins. 
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The exact date has yet to be officially set, as the camp leaders are currently developing the optimal dates that meet the 
needs of the greatest numbers of students.  

COLLECTIVES 
The Collectives which currently represent the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Trans communities within the Pride Department, are 
continuing to do extremely well. The Bisexual and Lesbian collectives are meeting regularly, and the Gay and Trans collectives 
are coming back on track after some issues pertaining to membership. Moving forward, as the collectives are more 
established, there will be an increased focus on the Officers and collectives having an ongoing dialogue pertaining to issues 
relating to the collectives and the issues they represent.  

WEEKLY EMAILS 
The mailing list continues to go extremely well. After several weeks in which the list was not contacted – due to a proliferation 
of assignments and deadlines across the leadership team of the department – the emails are being sent out once again. We 
have had an active opening rate between 65 and 75% every week. We have also found that we are having a high level of 
weekly event retention and positive cross-collaborative success with clubs and groups asking to be mentioned in the weekly 
emails. 
 
REGULATIONS 
Reece Gherardi has been tasked with overseeing the updating of the Pride Department’s regulations – in particular including 
a framework for the regulation and integration of the collectives. A further meeting is scheduled, after which the regulations 
will be sent through to the Governance committee for approval, and then presented to a Pride general meeting.  
 
COLLABORATION 
Pride is entering into a close collaboration with the Blackstone Society’s Queer Officer, with the hopes of promoting LGBT+ 
issues on campus more effectively. Pride attended and supported Blackstone’s wedding reception to celebrate marriage 
equality in Australia on the 15th of May and is currently working with Blackstone to organise and host a viewing of Love Simon 
for Wear It Purple Day (an annual day used to raise awareness of youth issues in the LGBT community, originally started in 2010 
in response to the suicide of New Jersey teenager Tyler Clementi). This event, while still in the planning stages will be funded 
by the guild and will hopefully act as a soft launch leading into Pride Week.  
 

PROJECT UPDATES 
WEEKLY EVENTS 
Pride’s Weekly events have been going extremely well. In particular LGBTEA on the 10 th of April was so well attended that 
there was nearly not enough space in the Pride Room! We also collaborated with the Wine Appreciation Society for their 
Mardi Gras event, which was highly successful.  
 
GALA 
To celebrate forty years of the Pride Department (which began life as the Department for Homosexual Information in 1978), 
we will be running a charity gala to raise money for a deserving LGBT+ charity. This gala will act as an amazing opportunity 
for former LGBT+ students and allies to meet with current students. There will be a wide collection of historical images and 
artefacts which will add an depth of history and interest for the event. In terms of progress, there is a meeting scheduled with 
the Gay and Lesbian archives, following on from which there are meetings scheduled with other interested parties which will 
be expanded on as they occur.  
 
PRIDE WEEK 
Pride Week – the Pride Department’s theme week – is in the planning stages. The week will see a number of very exciting 
events including: a networking night (where we will host a number of LGBT professionals from across various industries), Coming 
Out With Cake (an event where various LGBT+ students relate their coming out experiences over cake), Pride Carnival (an 
event where we will collaborate with clubs and cultural organisations to run LGBT inclusive events), and a 40 Years of Pride 
Department event (which will celebrate the fortieth year of the Pride Department). We are also currently finalising the design 
for a banner for the Pride week. 
 
STUDENT ADVOCACY 
Following a meeting with Chloe Keller, the Pride Officers will be seeking the advice of the Trans collective about the possibility 
of issuing Guild Associate cards to Trans students with their true names associated with them, allowing them to collect coffee 
and tea orders from Guild outlets with far less stress and embarrassment.  
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This is the first step in a wider initiative to assist students in dealing with the University in regard to LGBT+ issues, including: 
clarifying the process of changing names through student central, making the process of changing names more widely 
accessible, discussing the possibility of including gender inclusive options as standard in University forms, including an Mx  
option on forms, and working to support students generally in these areas. These changes are being supported by both the 
Guild and the University LGBTIQA+ Working Group. 
 
OUTSPOKEN 
Outspoken is the Pride Department’s annual publication – similar to the Women Department’s Damsel magazine – which was 
published for the first time last year. It acts as a vehicle for LGBT+ students to submit fiction and non-fiction articles, art, 
photography, and prose (amongst other things). On the 16th of May, the first planning meeting was held. A group of interested 
writers and content-creators met with the Pride Officers and Salim Arsiwala and Amelia Birch (the two editors for the 
magazine). The meeting covered various issues including: what kind of content we would like to use, the pros and cons and 
possible improvements over last year’s publication, how the magazine will be structured, and breakout groups to discuss 
ideas. 
 

FINANCES 
Line Item Description YTD Budget Actual (Month) 

103069 - Sundry Income Quiz Night -$342.14 -$342.14 
305063 - Handbooks N/A $0.00 $0.00 
305068 – Orientation Day Expenses N/A $60.82 $0.00 
305080 – Activities and Functions Quiz Night Prizes and Venue Hire $986.67 $517.12 
305147 – General Expenses Misc $44.68 $36.32 
305180 – Printing and Stationary Misc $436.51 $11.40 
Total  $1186.54  $222.70 

 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 
• None 

 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
• Developing the Pride Department’s first camp 
• Developing an Event Calendar for 2018 
• Holding an Open Planning Meeting 
• Began updating room 
• Updating O-Day Booklet 
• Developing Social Media Plan 
• Forming Collectives 
• Successfully running a Pride Department Prosh event 
• Successfully running the Quiz Night 
• Updating the department’s regulations 

 
Regards, 
Dylan Perkins 
Fraser Windsor  
Pride Officers 
prdel@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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INTRODUCTION	
May	has	been	quite	an	extraordinary	month	for	the	RSD.	We	kicked	off	with	our	annual	Ball,	which	our	committee	

worked	extraordinary	hard	to	orchestrate.	We	also	had	our	annual	Lip	Dub	Screening	and	continued	to	advance	

ongoing	projects.	After	a	very	hectic	month,	we	are	all	looking	forward	to	a	rest	during	semester	break.	Thank	you	

to	everyone	who	helped	and	supported	the	RSD	during	the	preparation	for	our	ball,	we	are	extremely	grateful.		

	
MEETINGS	ATTENDED	
DATE	 MEETING	 PURPOSE	

19/04	 RSD	Executive	 	

19/04	 Meeting	with	Fresher	Reps	 Ball	Marketing	strategy	and	plan	

19/04	 Guild	Events	 Ball	arrangements	

20/04	 UWA	Marketing	–	Angela	Reimers	 	

20/04	 Red	Bull	 College	involvement	in	Wings	for	Life	Charity	Run	

23/04	 RSD	Vice	President	 Ball	Meeting	

24/04	 Jahn	Health	Consultancy		 College	Cultural	Review	–	pre-testing	the	questionnaire		

24/04	 Guild	Council	 Moved	motion:	(PASSED	UNAMINOUSLY)	

	

12.2	That	the	105th	Guild	Council:	
a)	Recognises	that	Universities	do	not	have	adequate	
and	accessible	accommodation,	especially	in	light	of	the	
recent	reports	at	Charles	Sturt	University	of	students	
being	evicted	from	libraries	on	campus;	and	
b)	Will	lobby	the	University	to	increase	the	amount	and	
accessibility	of	crisis	accommodation	available	to	
students.	
c)	Urges	the	Australian	Government	to	increase	housing	
support	for	students	from	low	SES	backgrounds	

26/04	 ICC	Meeting	 	

26/04	 RSD	Meeting	 Weekly	Meeting	

27/04	 UWA	Marketing	–	Angela	Reimers	 Marketing	brochure	for	College	Row	

29/04	 Ball	Crafternoon	 Decorations	for	Ball	

30/04	 Westpac	 Closing	RSD	Term	Deposit	Account	

30/04	 Guild	Catering	 Catering	for	the	Ball	

03/05	–	

04/05	

RSD	Ball	Bump	in	 Reece’s,	One20,	RAF	building	Marquee	for	Ball	

03/05	 Red	Bull	 Sign	Up	for	Wings	for	Life	–	outside	Uni	Hall		

04/05	 2018	RSD	Ball	 May	the	Fourth	Be	with	You	

04/05	 Lip	Dub	Submissions	Due	 Due	date	for	each	college	to	submit	their	2018	Lip	Dub	
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05/05	–	

07/05	

RSD	Ball	Bump	out	 Reece’s,	One20,	RAF	deconstructing	Marquee	from	the	

Ball	

08/05	 UWA	Dance	VP	–	Olivia	Calleri	 Lip	Dub	Judging	

09/05	 RSD	Executive	Meeting	 	

10/05	 ICC	Meeting	 	

10/05	 RSD	Meeting	 Weekly	Meeting	

11/05	 College	LDAT	Group	 	

15/05	 Lip	Dub	Screening	 Trinity	College	Rogerson	Room	

15/05	 Executive	Meeting	 Reflection	on	performance	of	the	committee	

16/05	 Governance	–	Ben	Perry	 Progress	of	RSD	Key	Performance	Indicators	

17/05	 UN	Consultation	 Consultation	with	Australia’s	Youth	Representative	

17/05	 RSD	Meeting	 Weekly	Meeting	

22/05	 Guild	Catering	–	Jack	Spagnuolo	 Meals	on	Campus	

22/05	 Education	Council	 Monthly	Meeting	

	
PROJECT	UPDATES	

RSD	CONSTITUTION	CHANGES	
We	are	still	pending	feedback	from	Governance	Committee	regarding	the	proposed	changes	to	our	Constitution.	I	

did	meet	this	month	with	Ben	Perry	who	has	drafted	the	Key	Performance	Indicators	for	the	RSD.	These	include	

both	fail	and	scaled	KPI’s	that	if	completed	to	a	high	standard,	may	result	in	our	department	receiving	a	vote	at	

the	conclusion	of	2020.	This	is	a	long-term	goal	that	will	ensure	future	committee’s	continuity	of	the	RSD’s	

current	vision	and	direction.	These	KPI’s	will	continue	to	be	developed	this	year	and	set	in	place	for	the	2019	RSD	

President	to	follow.	

	

SAFETY	ON	COLLEGE	ROW	

With	our	two	end	of	Semester	Tav	Shows	(24	May,	and	3	June)	fast	approaching,	I	have	requested	the	lights	along	

the	pathway	to	and	from	Reid	Library	to	be	repaired.	With	hundreds	of	residents	walking	through	campus	past	

midnight,	it	is	vital	that	these	lights	are	in	working	order	to	maximise	safety	on	campus.		

	

I	will	be	meeting	with	Jessica	Darmago	(self-defence	teacher)	in	the	coming	weeks	to	finalise	the	Self-Defence	

Classes	program	for	Semester	2.	Whilst	this	project	was	put	on	hold	over	April,	we	are	now	determined	to	roll	out	

this	initiative	to	the	colleges	in	the	first	half	of	next	semester.	More	details	will	be	in	my	June	report.	

	

NAAUC	SPONSORSHIP	
We	are	pleased	to	announce	that	the	successful	applicant	for	our	scholarship	is	Caitlin	Barrett	from	St	Catherine’s.	

Caitlin	will	be	travelling	to	the	Brisbane	NAAUC	National	Conference	in	July	and	will	present	a	report	to	the	ICC	on	

her	return	outlining	her	experience	and	knowledge	gained.	We	look	forward	to	seeing	Caitlin	make	positive	

impact	on	College	Row	in	the	near	future.		
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METHANOL	POISONING	AWARENESS	–	LIAM	FOUNDATION	
Last	month,	Pheobe	Ho	(Welfare	Officer)	and	myself	met	with	Lhani	regarding	marketing	content	for	her	

organisation	educating	young	people	on	methanol	poisoning.	These	posters	have	been	approved	by	Guild	

Engagement	and	will	be	distributed	across	Colleges.		

	

COLLEGE	ROW	MARKETING	
Throughout	the	last	month,	I	met	twice	with	Angela	Reimers	and	Hannah	Lye	regarding	marketing	for	the	College	

Row	Community.	We	discussed	the	possibilities	of	using	footage	and	photography	from	RSD	Events	to	capture	the	

community	spirit	of	College	Row	instead	of	marketing	each	college	individually.	Photos	from	the	RSD	Ball	will	be	

included	in	the	brochure	as	well	as	mention	of	the	RSD	as	the	key	organisers	of	cross-college	activity.	UWA	

Marketing	is	also	looking	at	included	QR	Codes	in	the	brochure	that	link	to	video	content	of	RSD	events	and	

virtual	tours	of	college	areas.		

	

SOCIAL	MEDIA	PLAN	
Since	meeting	with	Engagement	to	develop	a	social	media	plan,	we	are	closely	monitoring	our	Facebook	posts	

and	have	resurrected	our	Instagram	page.	We	are	hoping	to	further	this	by	bringing	on	board	a	project	officer	for	

Semester	2,	who	is	solely	in	charge	of	graphic	design/orchestration	of	our	Instagram	and			

	

For	Semester	2,	we	are	looking	at	bringing	a	project	officer	on	board	to	orchestrate	our	social	media,	and	

managing	our	inter-college	social	media	system.	They	may	potentially	be	responsible	for	coordinating	our	Pelican	

articles	and	a	potential	Humans	of	College	Row	series.	

	

MEALS	ON	CAMPUS	
Sebastian	Wilson	and	I	met	with	Jack	this	month	to	discuss	the	best	way	to	approach	this	project.	The	two	

methods	for	residents	receiving	meals	on	campus	are	to	load	credit	onto	student	cards	or	hand	out	individual	

meal	vouchers.	As	each	college	has	a	unique	dining	system,	we	are	currently	investigating	the	best	options	for	

each,	and	intend	to	meet	with	each	Head	of	College	in	the	coming	month.	

	

WELFARE	WEEK	
Planning	is	underway	for	our	first	ever	College	Row	welfare	week.	The	structure	of	the	week	will	be	similar	to	that	

of	the	Welfare	Department’s,	however	we	will	hold	each	day’s	activities	at	a	different	college	(all	colleges	are	

invited	to	attend	though).	We	want	to	target	issues	that	affect	college	students	specifically,	for	example	

homesickness	and	safety	on	campus.	The	Welfare	Department	will	be	assisting	us	in	the	co-ordination	of	this	

week.	

	

EXAM	STUDY	SESSIONS	
For	semester	2	we	are	planning	to	arrange	inter	college	study	sessions	on	college	row	with	lecturers	and/or	tutors	

from	UWA	for	some	of	the	major	first	year	units.	E.g.	ANHB1102,	PSYCH1102,	ACCT1101	etc.	These	will	be	free	

and	accessible	for	all	college	residents	in	preparation	for	exams.	Whilst	it	is	too	late	for	us	to	implement	this	for	

semester	1,	we	may	be	able	to	achieve	it	for	mid-semester	exams	and	end	of	semester	exams	in	Sem	2.	
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EVENT	UPDATES	

RSD	BALL	
Our	Ball	was	the	highlight	of	my	term	to	date.	The	sold-out	event	had	minor	complications	and	received	

extremely	positive	feedback	from	both	students	and	staff.		

	
INTER-COLLEGE	COMMUNITY	CUP	–	HBF	RUN	FOR	A	REASON	
HBR	Run	for	a	Reason	is	this	Sunday	morning	and	we	have	a	team	from	each	college	participating.	We	are	

awarding	points	for	both	runners	and	volunteers	from	each	college,	and	a	bonus	point	will	be	awarded	to	the	

college	who	raises	the	most.	These	will	be	tallied	and	added	to	the	overall	Community	Cup	score.	Good	luck	to	all	

college	participating	this	weekend!	

	

TAV	SHOW	–	COLLEGE	VS	FACSOC	FRISBEE	GAME	
Tomorrow	night	is	our	first	ever	collaborated	Tav	Show	with	Faculty	Societies.	We	are	currently	unsure	as	to	how	

the	weather	will	turn	out	and	may	have	to	cancel	the	Frisbee,	however	will	look	at	rescheduling	the	match	to	the	

beginning	of	Semester	2.	Both	Colleges	and	Facsocs	have	expressed	keen	interest	in	the	event	and	we	are	looking	

forward	to	the	turnout	tomorrow	night.	See	you	there!	

	

TAV	SHOW	–	END	OF	SEMESTER	
Our	End	of	Semester	is	very	different	this	year	as	we	are	having	it	on	a	Sunday	evening!	In	the	Tav	as	usual,	we	

will	have	sport	games	and	challenges	happening	from	happy	hour	on	to	6.30	then	our	usual	Tav	Show	beginning	

from	7.30pm.	This	is	the	final	inter-college	celebration	for	the	Semester	and	an	opportunity	for	residents	to	enjoy	

themselves	before	study	week	and	exams.	More	details	on	the	Facebook	Event.	

	
FRINGE	FESTIVAL	
RSD	was	very	excited	to	be	involved	in	Fringe	Festival	this	year.	We	endeavoured	to	have	each	college	participate	

in	a	flash	mob	throughout	the	week	but	due	to	late	notice	and	a	busy	time	of	year,	only	St	George’s	were	able	to	

participate.	You	may	have	seen	them	dancing	on	the	grass	in	front	of	Reid…	

	
LIP	DUB	SCREENING	
Our	annual	screening	ran	relatively	smoothly.	We	did	have	issues	with	venue	size	and	organisation	in	the	lead	up	

–	simply	due	to	poor	communication	within	our	committee.	Despite	this,	2018’s	Lip	Dub’s	have	all	been	

exceptional.	Congratulations	to	all	the	colleges	on	your	videos!	Results	were	as	follows:	

1. St	Catherine’s	 	 167	pts	

2. St	Thomas	More	 159	pts	

3. Trinity	 	 	 153	pts	

4. St	George’s	 	 147	pts	

5. University	Hall	 	 116	pts	

	
ALTERNATIVE	EVENTS	FOR	U18	
We	are	very	excited	to	be	able	to	run	our	first	alternative	all	ages	event	on	the	same	night	as	our	Tav	Show	on	24	

May!	It	will	be	a	movie	and	pizza	night	and	an	opportunity	for	non-drinking	and	U18	residents	to	enjoy	cross-

college	interaction	in	an	alcohol-free	environment.	This	event	is	free	and	open	to	all	residents.	
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BATTLE	OF	THE	BANDS	
Planning	for	our	biggest	event	of	Semester	2	is	now	underway.	With	some	room	to	move	in	our	budget,	we	are	

looking	to	hold	this	event	on	Oak	Lawn	rather	than	inside	the	Tav	and	make	it	a	free	event	for	not	only	all	

residents,	but	all	UWA	students.	College’s	are	beginning	to	organise	their	bands	in	preparation.			

	

FINANCES	
Below	is	a	brief	summary	of	our	expenses	for	the	year	to	date,	not	including	the	expenses	of	the	Ball,	which	are	

estimated	to	be	just	below	$40,000.	

	
NOTE:	expenses	for	bar	service	and	security	are	not	included	in	the	actual	expenses	of	the	below	budget,	as	we	

are	yet	to	receive	the	final	invoices.	

	
KEY	ACHIEVEMENTS	TO	DATE	

• Introduction	of	Volunteering/Community	Cup	

• Creation	of	RSD	Constitution		

• Yellow	Brick	Row	welfare	expo	at	all	5	colleges	

• Non-perishable	food	collection	at	colleges	

• Separate	collection	of	college	tins	at	PROSH	for	Community	Cup	

• Sold-out,	sit	down	meal	Inter-College	Ball	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Line	Item	 Description	 YTD	Budget	 Cost	

305080	–	Activities	and	Functions	 Fresher	Festival	 N/A	 -$1,292.00	

Tav	Show	1	 	 $768.60		

Nightclub	Party	 	 $1,819.50	

Yellow	Brick	Row	 	 -$447.00	

LipDub	Screening	 	 -$226.11	

Tav	Show	2	 	 $85.40	

NAAUC	 	 -$2,150.70	

Misc	 	 -$304.45	

Movie	Night	(Underage)	 	 -$250.00	

	 Total	expenses:		-
$1,996.76	

RSD	BALL	2018	 Forecasted	expenses	 Actual	expenses	 Forecasted	income	 Actual	income	

TOTAL	 $38,043.00	 $33,442.01	 $28,000.00	 $27,995.00	
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DISCUSSION	POINTS	

- How	to	make	Battle	of	the	Bands	great	again!	

- Welfare	topics	specific	to	college	students	

	

Kind	Regards,	

Madeleine	Hedderwick	

Residential	Students’	Department	President	

rsd@guild.uwa.edu.au	
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Secretary 
GUILD COUNCIL REPORT 30/05/2018 

INTRODUCTION 
May has been a quiet month in relation to my role so I have been working hard to coordinate other members of Guild 
Council into completing projects.  Over the Winter break each OGC will be completing a project in order to ensure that 
each member of Guild Council contributes to the team.  
 

MEETINGS ATTEND 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 
3/5/18 Exective Meeting Discuss the overall state of the Guild.  
9/5/18 Meeting with Jacob C and Leigh Discuss Silent Disco Party in the Ref- Semester 2  
10/5/18 SSAF Video Meeting x 2  Meeting with Danielle and Patricia P to discuss 

creation of SSAF video  
14/5/18 Welfare Week OGC Preparation  Meeting with Pheobe and OGCs that are working for 

Welfare Week.  
16/5/18 OGC Meeting Discussion of OGC projects 
17/5/18 Executive Meeting Discuss the overall state of the Guild.  
23/5/18 Student Services Committee Meeting SSC 

25/5/18 Executive Management Committee EMC Meeting 

 
PROJECT UPDATES 
Orientation Action Plan 

- Survey has been sent to Clubs & FacSocs 
- Will use feedback to formulate plan 

SSAF Video  
- Script has been created 
- footage is being taken for the video  
- Video will be used to explain to students why they pay SSAF and where their money goes  

FINANCES 
No finances 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 
- Ideas for OGC Projects 
 

 
Regards, 
Jacob Fowler 
Secretary  
secretaryl@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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INTRODUCTION 
This has been a hands on month for Sports as the weekly competitions have seen introduction of new sports to the calender. 

MEETINGS (& PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTS) ATTENDED 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 
03/05/18 Meeting with Jill Sanders and Lauren 

Espinoza 
Final meeting to make sure that all the logisitics are covered for 
the introduction of Quiditch to the interfaculty sports 
competition.  

 
INITIATIVE UPDATES 
Sporting equipment in the GSC 
Is here and available in the GSC! Currently discussing with engagements ways to market it to make sure that students and 
clubs are aware of the new equipment they can hire. 

Interfaculty Refreshment 
We have seen theintroduction of a new sport onto the calender. The introduction of Interfaculty Quidditch was received 
highly. It was a great round and saw everyone really enjoying their time. It was also a great opportunity to have the Harry 
Potter Society collaborate with not only the guild but UWA Sports and their knowledge and expertise were irreplaceable to 
have such a successful week. There have also been changes to the structure of combining weeks of the same sport so not 
to have designated men and women weeks. This aims to bring down more spectators for each week and increases the 
possibility of people coming down to play. Basketball is the first sport to undergo this change for the 2018 interfaculty 
season. We are now moving onto the next phase of our new sport roll out with E-sports. E-sports is another new introduction 
into the calender which will see club involvement to incorporate new events to widen the reach of interfaculty sport. 
 

EVENT UPDATES 
PRIDE 
I have gotten into contact with various rink providers and am working on finding the most desirable quote to lock in a 
provider for Pride Week in Semester 2. 
 

INTERFACULTY X INTERCOLLEGE 
Working with Maddie and Conrad to make sure this event goes as well as possible for the 24th of May. I have gotten 
together rules, equipment and BBQ for all players and spectators attending the game.  
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OTHER PROJECT UPDATES 
UWA Sport Student Referenece Group 
At the point of writing this report this meeting had not taken place, it is scheduled for the 31st of May and will be included in 
my next report. 
 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 
Nil 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
• Being a part of the successful revamp of interfaculty sports schedule and how it is run but also the inclusion of a 

new round of sport that saw us collaborate with clubs on campus 
 
 
Warm Regards, 
Molly Goldacre 
Sports Representative 
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GUILD COUNCIL REPORT 23/05/2018 

 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Most of my work this month has been devoted to covering the SOC treasurer duties; holding treasurer trainings and assisting 
clubs with their SPG and O-day grant processes. 

MEETINGS ATTEND 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 

26/04/2018 Strategic Resources Committee Review of financial position and accounts. 
03/05/2018 Guild Executive  General GC topics. 
03/05/2018 SOC President SOC Grants 
08/05/2018 Marketing Tavern Kitchen Menu Launch Event 
09/05/2018 Treasurer Training Club Treasurer Training, Chairing 
10/05/2018 Treasurer Training Club Treasurer Training, Chairing 
11/05/2018 Catering and Tavern Committee Ref Update and new initiatives 
16/05/2018 Treasurer Training Club Treasurer Training, Chairing 
17/05/2018 Guild Executive General GC topics. 

 
PROJECT UPDATES 
Ref has now opened and is looking great. Elevator is currently being installed.  
Our commercial team is looking into possibility of introducing a mobile pre-order system for coffee as one that is compatible 
with our existing POS system has just been found. Possibility for this to extend to food deliveries on campus. 
Café’s are now moving focus to reusable cutlery and plating where possible to reduce waste, most notably in Hackett and 
Nedlands. 
 
I’ve also been handling the SOC treasurer responsibilities this month in the absence of their treasurer, holding 3 treasurer 
training sessions over three weeks, with ~25 more clubs now completed training. One final training will be held in the coming 
weeks for those who couldn’t make the previous sessions. 
 
As we are coming close to our mid year budget review, I need all departments to start getting their budgets ready for the 
review process, which will be similar to the budget proposal process at the beginning of the year. This means: 

• Have all your expenses accounted for in NetSuite ASAP. 
• Have your anticipated expenses for semester 2 planned out, and subsequently, 
• Identify areas where your budget is higher than needed or could be redistributed. 

 
As this stage I’m planning to meet for an individual budget review with all departments following exams. More info to come. 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 
 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
• 3 new food trucks being brought onto campus 
• 7 outlets selected for Refectory identified and tendering process has begun with the University. 

 
 
Regards, 
Jim Leipold 
Treasurer 
treausrer@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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INTRODUCTION 
As the Vice President, my responsibilities include managing all the departments and sub councils and sitting on several with 
the University. I help with Megan as much as possible and ensure cohesion in the council.  

MEETINGS ATTEND 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 

18.4.2018 MASA Full Committee meeting Met up with the newly established MASA meeting to 
run through goals, expectations and resources that 
the guild provides 

23.4.2018  Sustainability Contact with the Guild Initial meeting with James Tainton about how we can 
make the guild sustainable 

24.4.2018 Women’s Department Meeting Observation of the Women’s department meeting 
24.4.2018 Guild Council Meeting Monthly Guild Council Meeting 
26.4.2018 Strategic Resources Committee Meeting Meeting with Guild Executives and Staff Members 
26.4.2018 Meeting with Kelvin Website update meeting with Kelvin 
26.4.2018  InterCollege Council Meeting Meeting with Maddie, Sebastian and ResClub 

Presidents.  
26.4.2018 International Student Council Meeting with ISS and key international student reps 
26.4.2018 RSD Committee Meeting Observation of RSD Committee Meetings 
1.5.2018 Sustainability Planning Meeting Meeting with Megan and Basundhara about 

sustainability plans 
1.5.2018 Opening of the Ref Helped with fairy floss and popcorn 
1.5.2018 Experience UWA 2018 Made a speech on Megan Lee’s behalf 
3.5.2018 Exec Meeting Meeting with guild executives 
3.5.2018 Website Update Meeting with Chloe Jackson about plans for the 

Website 
3.5.2018 ISS SGM: Elections Chaired the ISS elections with Tony Goodman as 

Returning Officer 
7.5.2018 Website meeting Website planning meeting with Chloe Jackson and 

Kelvin 
10.5.2018 ICC Intercollege council meeting with the ResClub 

presidents. 
11.5.2018 Meeting with Juicebox Meeting with the JuiceBox team, the website 

developers. 
11.5.2018 Sustainability Meeting Meeting with the sustainability team and proposal to 

Tony Goodman. 
15.5.2018 Meeting with Lyn Updates on 2nd Hand Bookshop with CSC OCM Lyn 

Sng 
16.5.2018 Appeals Panel Meeting Parking Appeals meeting 
17.5.2018 Exec Meeting Meeting with guild executives 
17.5.2018 ISC meeting Meeting with the international student council about 

plans for 2nd Semester and Orientation. 
21.5.2018 Academic Board Governance Meeting with Academic Board to discuss change in 

governance 
21.5.2018 Sustainability Meeting Meetinog with Tony goodman 
24.5.2018 WHS Meeting Work Health and Safety meeting 
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PROJECT UPDATES 
Mature Age Students Association (MASA) 

MASA Chair has been changed to Alan Bannister and the new committee has been formed. New ideas for 2nd semester 
and liaison with Mature Age Pathway (MAP) is well under way.  
 
Guild Website Revamp 
Website rollout plan has been confirmed with Chloe Jackson, Danielle Browne and Kelvin Lee. There are 7 main stages 
projected to be completed by start of 2nd Semester. 
 

i. Stage 1 has been completed: gathering student and staff feedback and market research of current websites 
by Lyn Silitto and the engagement team. 

ii. Stage 2 Ongoing: Reaching out to website developers and providing feedback and suggestions from a 
functionality point of view 
a. JuiceBox and Humaan amongst others has been contacted. We are still looking for more but the costs of 

the website is projected to be way over budget right now. 

Inter-College Council 

Inter College council is working well with Maddie in supporting RSD events and providing college students feedback on 
what is expected from RSD. More information can be found in Maddie Hadderwick’s report.  

Chairing Corporate Services Committee 

i. Second Hand Bookshop booking and delivery for Albany Students has been completed. Albany students 
would be consulted when the executive goes down to Albany in June 

ii. Revamp of Second Hand Bookshop brought forward by the new OCMs; Joanna and Lyn.  
iii. Finance Interns from the business school should be coming in soon. 

Chairing International Student Council 

After 2 ISC meetings, we are maintaining good relations with key international student reps. A lot of amazing ideas have 
been going around about collaborations and creative ideas for the 2nd semester orientation where we get a higher intake 
of international students and exchangers. 
 
ISC has also been seen by cultural clubs to come for help and advice on how to increase engagement in their clubs 
Key points: 

i. International Rep Training 
ii. Surveys 
iii. International Students exclusive events 
iv. International Day  

 
Chairing Publications Committee  
The Publications Committee was passed through last year. We had our first meeting to discuss how the committee shall run 
and regulate publications that will be published. All of these will go hand in hand with Danielle Browne and Chloe Jackson 

i. Pelican – Megan Lee 
ii. Damsel, Outspoken – Kate Fletcher 
iii. Lighthouse - Su 
iv. The Post – Nevin  

 
Su’s Superstars 
A new initiative to recognise the efforts of the team of Office Bearers.  

- Roshni Kaila is the Superstar for this month  
o Roshni and her team have been working very hard to revamp the Womens’ Department Room, plan 

and execute an amazing Womens’ Week, SCREW week, International Womens Day, 3 Collectives, 
consent matters proposal, lighting in UWA and so much more!   
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WiFi Upgrade Project 

Working with Conrad Hogg on UWA’s WiFi upgrade meeting. 
- WiFi and Equipment Survey is ongoing with Telstra 
- Music School will be getting major upgrades in 8 weeks 
- Reid’s restructure will be a basis for future updates in BJM Library, Zoology and Civil Mech Buildings. 
- I will be getting in contact with Albany and UWA’s College, University Hall, to gather specific feedback for WiFi 

upgrades 
 

Guild Sustainability Project *NEW* 
Basundhara and I have been working together to make the operations of the UWA Student Guild more sustainable and 
environmentally conscious. We have had external companies recognised by the UN to come in with proposals or an audit 
of gaps that we are hoping to fill. Megan, Tony, Jack Spagulano and Geraldine (UWA Sustainability efforts) are being 
consulted throughout the process. 
 
In the meantime, 

i. Basundhara has had an overwhelming response in selling keep cups and informing people about the 30cents 
discount that one receives when using keep cups 

ii. We are looking into signage in the Guild office related to usage of electricity and water 
iii. We are looking into substitutes of plastic cutlery and straws in the cafés! 

FINANCES 
MASA 
Budget given: $2000 
 MASA Welcome Lunch: -$200 
 Coffee + AGM: -57.00 
Budget left: $1743.00 
 
 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 
 
 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
• Website and value proposition of the Guild 
• Stage 2 of Website  
• Election of MASA Chair 
• International Student Council 
• Publications Committee Meeting 
• Sustainability Project 

 
 
Regards, 
 
 

Su Sugandha 
105th Guild Vice President 
vp@guild.uwa.edu.au 
UWA Student Guild – Experience Student Culture 
 
 

mailto:vp@guild.uwa.edu.au
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INTRODUCTION 
Extremely busy month in preparation for, and the running of, Welfare Week.  There were many hiccups that came up, but 
managed to resolve them with the amazing help of my committee, and some people on Guild Council. Overall an 
extremely successful Welfare Week, and I couldn’t have asked for a better team to work with! 

MEETINGS (& PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTS) ATTENDED 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 

23/04/18 CWAP President (Mark Brandon) Discussion for Mental Health Slam Poetry Night  

26/04/18 Strategic Resources Meeting   April meeting  

28/04/18 Guild Events, Engagement, Student Assist 
(with assistance of UWA Complaints 
Department)  

Discussion of best possible resolution regarding an issue related 
to upcoming event  

28/04/18 Mental Health Slam Poetry Night 2nd major event for the semester 

29/04/18 WAMSS (Shalika) Discussion of  1) creating mental health video resources, 
webinars; 2) Semester 2 Mental Health ‘Carnival’; 3) Welfare 
Department involvement in Panel Discussion with Royal 
Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists—Welfare 
Department to help source potential speakers. 

01/05/18 Health Promotion Unit (Emma Hawkins) 
Jahn Health Consultancy (Gemma Jahn) 

Jahn Health Consultancy—College Row sexual 
assault/harassment review pre-test feedback  

04/05/18 May Welfare & Advocacy Committee 
meeting 

Mainly discussing Welfare Week 

04/05/18 Events (Leigh Chalmers), Deputy Welfare 
Officers of Events (Joe Hooton & Luciano 
Spadoni) 

Discussion of Welfare Week schedule, catch-up on overall 
events for the year  

07/05/18 Drew Callendar (Catering) Discussion of costings for Welfare Week ‘Free Breakfast’ options. 

08/05/18 Patrice Mitchell (Student Assist) Welfare Week outreach options   

14/05/18 Jacob Fowler (Guild Secretary), OGCs OGC volunteers to be supervisors for Welfare Week 

15/05/18 Leigh Chalmers (Events) Welfare Week— discussion of site plan for bad weather. 

17/05/18 Student Assist, ISS, Engagement, Women’s 
Officer 

International students’ sexual health campaign, healthy 
relationships, sexuality, consent, sexual assault/harassment.  Low 
barrier, easy to understand resources (i.e., webinars where you 
can log in privately, videos that are close-captioned). 

18/05/18 Young Lives Matter Launch  Attended launch of initiative aiming to increase awareness of 
suicide prevention.  

22/05/18 Education Council  May meeting. Got updates from FacSocs regarding Food Drive. 

25/05/18 Coders For Causes  Discussion of coding mental health service directory into 
interactive click-through flow chart online or on Access App. 
Issues of what server to host it on, maintenance, and branding.  

28/05/18 SRC Meeting  May meeting  

29/05/18 Patrice Mitchell (Student Assist) Discussion about increasing food drive by tapping onto staff 
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INITIATIVE UPDATES 
COFFEE	CUPS	WITH	STUDENT	ASSIST	HELPLINE	
Delay in printing as company printed the wrong cups— printed Curtin instead of UWA logos. This is now scheduled for 30th 
June. 

MENTAL	HEALTH	FLOW-CHART:	SERVICE	NAVIGATION	
Discussions of having this integrated as interactive click-through online or through the Access App.   

WELFARE	PROFILE	OF	THE	MONTH	
Started this month, with our first featured profile being Patrice Mitchell from Student Assist. This will be posted the first Sunday 
of each month. 

WEBINAR	SESSIONS	
Still waiting on action from Engagement who is following up from the University.  

FOOD	PANTRY		
Food Pantry has been steady. As I will discuss later on, we will have some clothes from the Welfare Week Cloths Swap or 
Shop donated to the Food (and Clothing) Pantry too. I have also contacted the colleges who have shown expressions of 
interest at the start of the year to see when they are able to start food collections from college residents. Barrett’s Breads 
bread donations are still going extremely well, and have been very popular with students. Hopefully the FacSoc Food Drive 
and some items from our donation bin in the Rec Centre will help this initiative further. We have also organized for UWA 
Sport to have a graphic advertised on their TV screens in the Rec Centre.   
 

EVENT UPDATES 
FIT	BODY	FIT	MIND	SESSIONS	(S1,	W11)	
We were planning to have free classes down on Oak Lawn, but due to potential for very low numbers of students coming 
through and weather that was not ideal, we instead had UWA Sport come down to hand out free gym passes, with the 
passes promoting Welfare Week and the Guild Welfare Department. There was also an iPad set up in the Rec Centre where 
students could access their free gym class there.  

FACSOC	FOOD	DRIVE	(S1,	W11,	12)	
Food Drive this year has been fairly successful, although probably not as successful as last year. We have worked with the 
Education Council this year to push for the Food Drive, but some FacSocs have unfortunately not been as pro-active in food 
collections. We are currently counting up the number of items per FacSoc.  

WELFARE	WEEK	(S1,	W12)	
This has been extremely stressful (and a logistical nightmare) to plan and prepare… although it was extremely successful 
and worked out in the end! We had different themed days where some of our activities had to be cancelled, moved, or re-
scheduled due to bad weather. We worked with Guild Volunteering to source volunteers to help with set-up and pack-
down, but some of these volunteers had unfortunately not been very reliable. Nevertheless, we made it through in the end!  
Summary breakdown of the week is as follows: 

• Mental Health Monday: Guild Bubble Soccer, Health Promotion Unit’s ‘5 Ways to Wellbeing Pledge’, CWAP’s 
Creative Writing on Oak, BPhil Union’s Free Pancakes 

• De-stress Tuesday: Guild’s Free Breakfast, UWA Paw on Oak Lawn, Science Union’s DIY Bath Bombs, Maths Union’s 
Art Therapy, headspace De-stress and Relaxation stall (with MSU Charity bake sale for headspace),  Guild Pride 
Department Chill-out Zone, JapSSoc’s Colour Your Stress Away, Leisure UWA’s Hip Hop Yoga, Guild’s Free Pilates, 
UEC’s De-stress Board Games Night, and Art Union’s Late Night Free Hot Chocolate.  

• Wellbeing Wednesday: ECOMS UWA’s Free Breakfast, free physio massages by Curtin University, UWA Health 
Promotion Unit’s Think Drink Extravaganza, Guild’s Free Yoga 

• Homeless Awareness Thursday: Guild Welfare Department X FABSOC UWA’s Clothes Swap or Shop, Guild Welfare 
Department’s ‘Guess How Many Game’ (with prizes), and Guild Soup and Support  

• Physical Health Friday: Free REACH Health Checks (blood pressure, diabetes screening, glucose testing, etc.), UWA 
Dance Free Hip-Hop Dance Classes, UWA Sport fitness activities, HealthVend’s nutrition tips stall with free bliss balls 

• All week: UWA Sports free workouts, and ECOMS UWA’s adult de-stress colouring in. 
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It was a very full-on week, with a total of 27 micro-events run during the week. A big highlight would probably be the 
Clothes Swap or Shop. We had posters up promoting clothes donations 2-3 weeks prior to Welfare Week. However, we did 
not expect such huge influxes of clothing donations—it ended up being a huge success! We will be donating the leftover 
clothes to Vinnies, with the other half to our Guild Food (and clothing) Pantry.  
 
We managed to stay just a bit under budget, which was great! Finances for Welfare Week will be included in next month’s 
report. 

OTHER PROJECT UPDATES 
INDEPENDENT	SEXUAL	ASSUALT/HARRASSMENT	
Myself, Madeleine Hedderwick (RSD President), Roshni Kaila (Women’s Officer), and Megan Lee (Guild President) have 
provided feedback to the UWA Health Promotion Unit and the independent consultant agency conducting the sexual 
assault/harassment review on questionnaire questions.  

METHANOL	POISONING	CAMPAIGN	
Lhani Davies from L.I.A.M. (Lifesaving Initiatives About Methanol), myself, and Maddie Hedderwick have organized for her to 
send through posters, and potentially a coaster for the Tavern soon to promote awareness on methanol poisoning on 
campus.   

FINANCES (APRIL 2018) 
Line Item Description (for this month) YTD Budget YTD Actual MTD Budget MTD Actual 

305076 Sundry Activities Food Pantry  $0.00 $1,777.41 $0.00 $0.00 

305080 Activities and 
Functions  

Welfare Week—Bubble 
Soccer  

$4,550.00 $1593.93 $0.00 $450.00 

305147 General Expenses N/A  $621.63 $529.09 $280.00 $0.00 

305180 Printing & Stationery Printing & Stationery  $50.00 $229.00 $0.00 $39.91 

 TOTAL $5,221.63 $4,129.43 $280.00 $489.91 

 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 
• Suggestions on ways to show our thanks to Barrett’s Breads. 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
• Food Pantry sustainability: Securing a perishable goods sponsor for bread loaves (Barrett’s Breads), and College 

Row involvement (Tommy More for charity tins and Food Pantry donations, St George’s have indicated interest), 
partnership with UWA Sport. A food donation bin has just been implemented into the Rec Centre  

• Coffee cups with Student Assist lines in the process of printing! 
• International Student Welfare Packs—printed in English and Chinese with phone wallet case provided. 
• Successfully-run outreach during International Students O-Day, Guild Day, and O-Day.  
• Increased promotion of Guild Welfare Department and Student Assist services through first week lecture bashes in 

high volume first year units.  
• Mental Health Panel Discussion 
• PJ Day—raising awareness and funds for the National Sleep Health Foundation for sleep disorder research and 

sleep hygiene  
• ‘Re-Fuel Tuesdays’ initiative— 2 sessions done so far. The first was a BBQ, the second was free Chobani yoghurts to 

students with Student Assist down to talk to students about our services.  
• Mental Health Directory: Organized by on- and off-campus, low cost/public/private, and by mental health 

condition. These have been uploaded on the Guild’s website, with the Guild looking to make it an ‘easy-to-
negative’ interactive click-through flow chart.  

• Pre Welfare-Week promo in collaboration with UWA Sports—free fitness class passes for students throughout W11 
(With passes), and W12. 
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• Welfare Week: Mental Health Monday, De-Stress Tuesday, Wellbeing Wednesday, Homelessness Awareness 
Thursday, and Physical Health Friday (including a very successful Clothes Swap or Shop!) 

• FacSoc Food Drive with Education Council  
 
 
Warm Regards, 
 

 
Pheobe Ho 
Welfare Officer 
welfare@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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SUMMARY 
 
As usual, it has been a busy month for the Education Portfolio. The highlights include the Assessment 
Working Party getting underway, the first round of feedback from class representatives being llected, and 
our internal projects are tracking well. 
 
MEETINGS ATTENDED 
 

Date Meeting Purpose 
17/4/18 Education Council Monthly meeting 
18/4/18 Guild + DVCE + DCS meeting Monthly meeting 
24/4/18 Guild Council Monthly meeting 
1/5/18 Refectory opening As described 
1/5/18 Mid-autumn feast Providing a statement on behalf of the Guild 
8/5/18 Robert Wood Late penalties 
9/5/18 Curriculum committee Monthly meeting 
10/5/18 Student consultative committee Monthly meeting 
15/5/18 Assessments working party Reviewed data of application of scaling and 

moderation across schools at UWA, and ways to 
simplify, and standardise this, while bringing it into 
align with the TEQSA Higher Education Standards 

17/5/18 FABLE Teaching & Learning Committee Monthly meeting 
17/5/18 AAUT Meeting Meeting to discuss applications for UWA teaching 

awards and nomination for national teaching awards 
21/5/18 Academic Board Governance Meeting Consultation with Academic Board with respect to 

changes to the statutes and regulations.  
22/5/18 Education Council Monthly Meeting 

 
PROJECT UPDATE 
 
Returning Officer Training 
Nothing new to report. 
 
Access Guides 
This project will be back underway shortly, now that Charlotte has been elected as the new Access Officer. 
 
Class Representative System 
The system has been tracking well, as in previous months.  The mid-semester round of feedback has been 
collected and indicates that class representatives are, thus far, very satisfied with the program. 
Representatives have been able to make tangible change in their units, and report that the training, ability 
to make change and the responsiveness of the unit coordinator to feedback are all generally positive (graph 
below). Thus far, representatives have given feedback that has led to improved delivery of tutorials, clearer 
lecture slides, clearer aims for assignments. This surveying has also indicated that the key weaknesses of 
the system is engagement between class representatives and the class, and communication between co-
representatives; the training will be revised next semester to address these shortcomings. Most class 
representatives have had a positive experience, and the majority would like to be a class representative 
again in the future (graph below). 
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(1) Would you be a class representative again?

 
 
 
 

(2) How much do you agree with these statements, from strongly disagree (0), to strongly agree (10)
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Best Units Guide 
This is underway in the capable hands of Patricia and my projects team. Data collection is underway at the 
moment, and we are currently seeking for suggestions of units from Faculty Society Presidents as 
‘Presidents’ Picks’ to showcase both their FacSoc, and a great unit in their faculty.  
 
WiFi Upgrades 
The WiFi upgrades project is underway, and we will be seeing improvements soon. Music School and the 
3rd Floor of Reid Library are high priority and will see improvement before the start of semester 2. ECM, 
Soil Sciences, Zoology, and the Great Court are part of the current ‘block’ of funding and will see 
improvement this year once WiFi surveys have been completed. Mondelphous and Humanities have been 
added to the list of future priorities.  
 
Timetabling of Classes 
This issue has been resolved with the Dean of Coursework studies. The policy is in line with the view that 
classes will not be held outside of standard teaching times, and ‘problem’ unit coordinators who do not 
follow this rule are being followed up by the Dean of Coursework Studies.  
 
Assessment Policy Working Party 
This Working Party has been established by the University to review the Assessment Policy – the policy that 
governs each and every assessment that a student does at UWA. The primary issue that this seeks to 
address is to bring the moderation and standardisation of marks in line with the Higher Education Standards 
– I will be pushing for the procedures to be transparent, fair and applicable to all students across the 
university. In the policy review I will also aim to make positive change for students by bringing in issues 
pertaining to late penalties, word counts, assessment during the exam study period, and a procedure for 
dealing with the outages of databases and resources, which affect the completion of assignments. If anyone 
has issues they would like brought to this working party, please let me know.   
 
2030 Vision 
With a lot of fresh leadership, the university is looking to strategize and refresh their student experience at 
UWA. A big part of this is the educational strategy – the “2030 Vision”, written by David Sadler, has been 
circulated with the Guild Council Agenda, and I would love for all members of council to consider this and 
provide feedback. This is important, because although this may not make a visible difference to the student 
experience during our terms, it will be a big part of changes to the student experience in years to come, 
and as such, the student voice is extremely important. If you have feedback please send it to me or directly 
to vision2030@uwa.edu.au. 
 
Facsoc vs Colleges Frisbee 
Next week we will be holding the inaugural interfac vs. intercollege sports game on Thursday 24th May on 
Riley Oval. This is an opportunity for the Faculty Societies to unite as one to face off the colleges in a friendly 
game of frisbee. There will be three mixed field, each playing two games. It will be quite an event with 
photography, a sausage sizzle and a DJ at the event, and followed by an afterparty (read: Tav Show) in the 
Tavern. I look forward to seeing you all there.  
 
Use of Animals in Undergraduate Teaching 
Changes in regulations have led to the use of animals to be banned in all undergraduate labs that involved 
the knowing killing of an animal. This has caused a lot of upset amongst students and academics; and is 
currently under appeal by several departments of the university. It is currently unclear whether these 
decisions can be changed, or if they are controlled by national regulations, but the Guild will hear soon 
from the DVCR, under who’s portfolio this sits. I am interested to know the stance of the Faculty Societies 
to this change in policy. 
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“For Pay” Internships 
UEC has brought it to my attention that there are now companies where students pay to be considered for 
an unpaid internship. In my view, this is a bad thing because it means that many of these internships 
become accessible only to students who can afford to pay the application fee. This was discussed at 
education council and unanimously opposed by all faculty societies.  
 
Academic Transcripts 
Student Admin has recently increased the price of academic transcripts from $10 to $20, which is 
disadvantageous for students, particularly those experiencing financial hardship. This has come from a 
business decision by student admin to increase this price to support its budget, bringing it into line with 
other universities. Although the university is working on a project to move some of these records online, 
Megan and I have been pushing for this to be reduced in the immediate and will be following this up in the 
coming weeks.  
 
International Student Study Loads 
Visa regulations require international students to maintain a full-time study load. In many Student 
Experience Offices at UWA had interpreted this as a requirement to study four units each semester. I have 
liaised with the student experience team to ensure that all international students are permitted to enrol in 
three units a semester if they wish. 
 
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
 

• Fruitful consultation with Faculty Societies on the University’s 2030 vision 
• PVCE Attended Education Council to get acquainted with the Faculty Societies 
• Changed Student Experience Officer processes to allow international students to study three units 

each semester 
• Class rep training reported to well equip representatives for their roles 
• Secured upgrade to WiFi in the Music School, Reid Library, ECM, Soil Science, and Zoology 
• Got rid of 8:30am and 4:30pm exams 
• Ran the first ever Class Representative pilot system by the Guild in 20 units 
• Created materials to train student representatives 
• Ran the first Education Council Secondhand Book Fair 
• NUS presence at O-Day 
• Unit outlines provided on LMS 
• Collaborated with other university Guilds to form a plan against the MYEFO cuts to higher 

education 
• Created a resource for Faculty Societies to help them engage with their constituency and build 

stronger relationships with the Faculty 
• Ensured that Faculty Societies were promoted through the new Orientation plan 
• Improved accessibility of teaching and assessment in language units 
• Met with Vivien Jones, a world-recognised academic in improving the student experience for her 

input to help improve the Partnership 
• Expanded UWA Summer School with units across many disciplines 
• Renewed the TL;DR guide to explain the new assessment policy to students 
• Refreshed the Know Your Rights Guide to simply explain UWA Policy to students 
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DISCUSSION TOPICS 
 

• Feedback on the 2030 vision sent to me for collation, or directly to vision2030@uwa.edu.au. 
 
Regards,  
 

 
Conrad Hogg 
Education Council President 
ed@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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INTRODUCTION 
The past month has slowed activities somewhat with the end of semester one nearing and some coursework students 
working more on assignments and exam preparation. That being said our regular events such as Postgrad Café and 
Connect have been progressing well – in the coming month June Connect is due to be moved to the Ref as to not interfere 
with Ramadan celebrations being held in Hackett Café for the month. Work has begun on more ongoing projects such as 
the preparation of Postscript with the intent to publish a much larger bolstered magazine this year. 
 

MEETINGS ATTEND 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 

16/04/2018 EMP Working Group Aims to improve EMP process 
17/04/2018 Postgrad Café Working with VSUWA 
17/04/2018 Guild Education Council  
20/04/2018 Meeting with Student Assist Working around MSW 
23/04/2018 Open Day: Open Space Workshop Workshopping to improve Open Day 
23/04/2018 Senate  
24/04/2018 Guild Council  
26/04/2018 Guild SRC Meeting  
27/04/2018 PSA Stargazing Event  
01/05/2018 – 
02/05/2018 

AICD Training Governance and Finance Training as a Senate 
Member 

02/05/2018 Convocation Meeting  
03/05/2018 PSA Connect  
04/05/2018 Meeting with Kate Wright Catch up 
08/05/2018 BGRS  
09/05/2018 Meeting with Trish Rechichi Regular Catch up 
10/05/2018 Student Consultative Committee  
10/05/2018 University Research Committee  
10/05/2018 PSA Quiz Night  
15/05/2018 Postgrad Café Working with KCC 
18/05/2018 HDR Appeals Committee  
18/05/2018 Young Lives Matter Launch  
21/05/2018 Academic Board Statute Review Consultation  
21/05/2018 HDR Scholarships Committee  
22/05/2018 Meeting with MASA Chair Discuss governance restructure to include MASA 
22/05/2018 Guild Education Council  
23/05/2018 PSA Awards Subcommittee Award Round 1 of PSA Awards 
   

 
PROJECT UPDATES 
POSTSCRIPT 

Work has begun on the PSA’s annual magazine Postscript which is due to be laid out in September for an October print. 

POSTGRADUATE DATA ANALYTICS 
Brought up during meeting with Trish Rechichi, am expecting the notes from the working group in the coming weeks. 

EXPANSION OF PSA EVENTS 
Recent events of the PSA include two Postgrad Cafes which have both been partnered with student clubs (VSUWA and 
KCC respectively). Some of our ticketed events have both done extremely well. PSA Stargazing sold out in a matter of days 
and feedback from it was very positive – we would likely increase the ticket price but include a bus from the Crawley 
campus as well if we were to run the event again. PSA Quiz night did not have a solid ticket cap but over 100 people 
attended and sales across the bar were about $1400 which the Tavern manager was pleased with. 
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PSA PRESIDENT 
GUILD COUNCIL REPORT 23/05/2018 
 

VISION 2030 
The University is currently in the consultation phase of Vision 2030 of which there are 5 workstreams. I’m currently sitting on 
the Research workstream which is chaired by Robyn Owens and am seeking to consult both within the PSA but also other 
students involved with research such as the BPhil Union and UEC. 

FINANCES 
For the period of Apr18 to present the recorded expenditure is $6,849.89. This is well below budget for this period but the PSA 
is due to process the first round of Travel & Conference and Fieldwork & Data Collection awards in the coming month 
(about $14,000 of expected expenditure). 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 
• No discussion topics at this time. 
 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
• Successfully held the Annual Council Meeting of the Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations. 
• Reorganising our newsletter The Post to include new content and developed a 2018 media strategy. 
• Working with FABLE to develop Teaching Internship Program for HDR students. 
• Archived the PSA Documents into the Guild archives. 
• Updated the PSA logo to be more in line with Guild branding. 
• Redrafted PSA Rules and consolidated format with PSA Election Rules 
• Opened preorder for PSA shirts. 
• Restarted PSA Instagram and clear media plan outlined for at least the beginning of 2018 in line with overall 2018 

strategy. 
• Ran a large ODay for the PSA and moved a significant portion of the older merchandise 
• March Connect had well over 200 people through the door and lines formed with capacity limited 
• Set dates for the PSA Awards 
• Sold out Wine and Cheese Night 
• Sold out Stargazing 
• Conducted Dietary Requirements Survey 
• Partnered with UWA cultural clubs for Postgrad Café 
• Secured position on University Club Advisory Board to be held in perpetuity for the PSA President 
• Updated the PSA website 
• Started “Friends of the PSA” and subsequently expanded the scope of the group to include Postscript writers etc. 
• Delivered PSA T-shirts 
• Added swipe card access to the PSA Common Room 
• Over 100 people attended PSA Quiz Night 

 
Regards, 
Peter Watson 
PSA President 
psa@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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International student services officer  
GUILD COUNCIL REPORT 23/5/2018 

INTRODUCTION 
MEETINGS ATTEND 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 
18th April   Meeting with AIMS immigration company   Discuss the potential collaboration 

opportunity.   
18th April  Committee meeting    Update each other and move forward   
20th April     Meeting Roshni  Discuss how to make SCREW Week relevant 

to international students    
20th April  Meeting ISC Planning team  Meeting with Suchi, Iylia, Su to discuss about 

the meeting agenda and content  
25th April    Committee meeting    General committee meeting      
26th April    International student council   Set the tone for international student council 

and find out what’s their demand   
30th April   Stall for SCREW Week  Set up stall for international students to 

engage with SCREW Week   
1th May   MCW Mid-Autumn feast    Holding mid-autumn feast    
2nd May  Committee Meeting  General Committee meeting  
3rd May   ISS SGM New executive member were elected    
9th May  Committee meeting   General business discussion   
16th May  Meeting with new member of ISS Discuss the following business and strategy to 

move forward   
17th May  Welfare training within ISS  Update the new welfare team the 

information of welfare related content 
17th May  2nd ISC meeting  Discuss the initiatives that ISS/Guild can 

provide to international student  
18th May  Sexual health meeting  Discuss and consult relevant officers about 

initiatives for international student 
22th May  Welfare Week  Talking to international students and help 

welfare week in bubble soccer  

 
 
 
PROJECT UPDATES 
International student council    
The first two international student council were running very well. (shoutout to our VP Su) and we get 
many information from various international students. They gave us many ideas about their study, life 
experience and issues. In the second meeting they gave us many recommendations about how they 
want to see during Orientation Week and the following semester. ISS whole team start to work hard to 
achieve the goals and make the initiatives happen next semester. And we are trying to let guild help run 
smaller training session for international representatives focused apart from SLT. 
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International student services officer  
GUILD COUNCIL REPORT 23/5/2018 

Sexual health relevant campaign (Name haven’t been decided)   
We found that International students sometime don’t really know about how Australian Law can protect 
them from sexual harassment. ISS is trying to do a potential webinar for international students and let 
them know how they can find help. Because different countries have different sexual ideology and legal 
definition, they may not aware of being sexual harassment is not ok. So We are trying to give out the 
video which is sexual health department sent to us and do some initiatives to educate international 
students.  
 
 
Oweek 
ISS start to plan the events for next semester and Oweek. So far there are some plan was in our calendar: 
speed friending and social networking for fresher during the oweek; Paintball in 2nd week of Uni, and 
Food competition, carnival event, and international night etc.   

 
ISS Lighthouse  
ISS is still collect the lighthouse content for semester 2. And we are trying expand the lighthouse magazine 
content. If anyone have any good suggestions, feel free to let me know~! 
 
 
Orientation Week initiatives  
ISS is having some initiatives for international student during the Oday. And we will bring committee shirt 
for the committee and make us brand out.  
 
 
International student Outreach program  
ISS will have international student Outreach program next semester. This is a smaller range program but its 
constant and in different location. We will arrange small catch up stalls and meet up with international 
students in different faculty and locations.   

 
FINANCES 

No spending except for some printing, and snack for common room  

 
DISCUSSION TOPICS 

• ISS following plan   
• ISC running and linked to various resource  
• ISS sexual health initiatives concern   

 
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
Regards, 
Anthea Liu 
ISS Director 
iss@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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Access Officer 
GUILD COUNCIL REPORT 05/2018 

Introduction 
This month has mainly seen me as access officer getting a feel for the role, undergoing handover and making new appointments to committee. While 
maintaining access initiatives and seeking to foster increases student engagement with the department. I have also been in contact with a number of 
student groups about events and initiatives for semester two and how the department can support them in engaging with and supporting students with 
a lived experience of disability, chronic illness or mental illness. 

Meetings attended 
DATE MEETING PURPOSE 
01/05/2018 Committee appointment interview Meeting with student interested in joining committee however 

did not result in appointment 
02/05/2018 Committee appointment interview Meeting with student interested in joining committee and 

resulted in appointment to executive position.  
07/05/2018 Guild President, Megan Lee Handover 
22/05/2018 Guild Education Council May Meeting Representing the department  

 

Project updates 
Coffee Chats 
Low barrier catch-ups held every 2-3 weeks for students with lived experiences to catch up in an informal setting to build community and support 
networks. Catch-ups have been going well with 5 or so attendees each time including 2 or 3 regular attendees. We think this is a worthwhile initiative 
we will continue into the future given its low financial cost and high return in terms of building relationships.  

Women’s Access Collective 
Collaborative effort between Womens and Access Departments seeking to engage specifically with women and NB students with a range of 
accessibility experiences. Seems to have been well received but hope to see more community growth and engagement in coming months.  

Ed Access Guides 
Guide produced collaboratively with Education Department aimed at making clear the information, resources, and rights available to students 
regarding access and their learning experience. Ed Council VP and myself have plans to meet in the coming weeks to get project back up and 
running.  

Finances 
Incoming/outgoing? From Details Amount 

Incoming  Grill’d Burgers  Sponsorship $100 
 

Discussion topics 
• Collaboration with other guild departments, clubs and student groups to further student engagement with the department and improve 

student experience for students with a lived experience of disability, chronic illness or mental illness.  
• Still looking to gather interest for volunteers to get involved with the department. Given we run as an autonomous group we often aren’t 

often as “able” as healthier students so extra help is always appreciated and means we can do more to help and advocate for students 
 

Key achievements to date 
• Accessible Club Carnival  
• Signed over 90 people to our mailing list 
• Ran Access Week with events including: 

- Art Exhibition  
- Volunteering fair 

• Development of Coffee Chats 
• Formation of Women’s Access Collective 

 
Regards, 
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Access Officer 
GUILD COUNCIL REPORT 05/2018 

Charlotte Pennell 
Access Officer 
Charlotte.dale18@guild.uwa.edu.au 
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WOMEN’S	DEPARTMENT	
GUILD	COUNCIL	REPORT	30/05/2018	

1. INTRODUCTION	+	OVERVIEW	
Hello!	This	month	we	completed	a	successful	run	of	events	for	SCREW	Week,	big	thanks	to	everyone	who	helped	us	out	and	attended	our	
events.	Otherwise,	have	been	focusing	on	collaborations	with	other	clubs,	as	well	as	engagement	outside	of	the	Guild	including	featuring	in	
an	interview	with	PerthNow	regarding	Ask	for	Angela.	As	we	head	into	the	holidays,	the	Department	will	be	focusing	on	Women’s	Week	
events	and	other	strategic	engagement	with	the	university.	
	

2. MEETINGS	ATTENDED	
DATE	 MEETING	 PURPOSE	

24/4/18	 Jahn	Consultancy	 College	Row	Audit	Questionnaire	pre-test	
24/4/18	 Women’s	Dept	Committee	Meeting	 Monthly	meeting	
26/4/18	 Women	in	Business,	Women	in	Oil	&	Gas	 Women	in	Business	Quiz	Night	planning	
27/4/18	 PerthNow	 Ask	for	Angela	shoot	and	interview	
11/5/18	 Women	in	Business,	Women	in	Oil	&	Gas	 Women	in	Business	Quiz	Night	planning	
18/5/18	 International	students’	sexual	health	campaign	 Discussion	of	best	engagement	strategies	with	international	

students	to	discuss	safe	and	healthy	sexual	practices	
23/5/18	 Equity	&	Diversity	Committee	Meeting	 Monthly	meeting	

 
	

3. UPDATES	
	
PROJECTS	

• Women’s	Room	–	has	been	renovated	and	looks	spectacular!	
• Consent	Matters	alternative	proposal	–	will	be	starting	to	look	at	making	a	more	formal	project	pitch	to	the	university	over	the	

winter	break.	
	
EVENTS	

• SCREW	Week	–	was	a	huge	success!	Thanks	to	everyone	who	came	down.	
• Women’s	Week	–	Week	3	next	semester,	for	which	we	are	beginning	to	plan.	If	anyone	has	event	ideas,	please	pass	them	on	they	

would	be	much	appreciated.		
• Women	in	Business	Quiz	Night	–	is	next	Tuesday,	with	which	we	are	collaborating.	Please	come	down	if	you	can!	

	
COLLECTIVES	

• LGBTQI+	Women’s	Collective	and	Women	of	Colour	Collective	continuing	fortnightly	meetings	and	casual	social	events.	
	
DAMSEL	

• Online	articles	continuing	to	be	published	
• Have	begun	brainstorming	for	the	second	semester	print	edition	and	will	be	opening	applications	for	editors	soon.	

	
WOMEN’S	COUNCIL	

• No	updates.	
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WOMEN’S	DEPARTMENT	
GUILD	COUNCIL	REPORT	30/05/2018	

4. FINANCES	

	

5. DISCUSSION	TOPICS	
N/A	
	

6. KEY	ACHIEVEMENTS	TO	DATE	
• OPPOSITION	TO	CHARLES	WATERSTREET	ON	Q&A	#METOO	SPECIAL	

http://about.abc.net.au/statements/qa-metoo-panel-change/		
Last	Guild	Council	meeting,	a	motion	was	passed	endorsing	the	letter	by	the	NUS	Women’s	Dept	regarding	the	controversial	
decision	to	invite	Charles	Waterstreet	as	a	panellist	on	the	#MeToo	special	for	Q&A.	Due	to	the	backlash,	Waterstreet	ultimately	
did	not	sit	on	the	panel	–	a	big	win	for	survivors	and	so	important	considering	what	the	movement	aims	to	achieve.	I	would	like	to	
thank	Council	for	their	support.	
	

• INTERNATIONAL	WOMEN’S	DAY	
The	Women’s	Department	ran	a	stall	with	our	merchandise	and	a	Gender	Pay	Gap	Bake	Sale.	Additionally,	I	wrote	an	article	for	
Pelican	Magazine	discussing	common	misconceptions	about	the	Women’s	Department	and	the	feminist	movement.	
	

• CONSENT	MATTERS	ALTERNATIVE	PROPOSAL	
Myself,	the	Guild	President,	RSD	President	and	Welfare	Officer	have	opposed	the	implementation	of	the	‘Consent	Matters’	module	
and	sent	through	an	alternative	proposal	to	the	university.	Over	the	next	few	months,	we	hope	to	present	a	pitch	for	a	viable	
alternative	module	to	be	implemented	once	the	Consent	Matters	licence	has	expired.	

	
• SCREW	WEEK	

Ran	a	successful	week	of	events	and	activities	to	encourage	healthy	conversations	and	practices	around	sexuality.	
 
Love	you	all	(mostly)	xoxo	
	
Roshni	Kaila	
Women’s	Officer	
womens@guild.uwa.edu.au	
 


